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elrow is coming back to Las Vegas for 2019 with a host
of events at the Encore Beach Club in the Wynn hotel
from March 2019 to December 2019.

It’s time to start planning your trip to Las Vegas and basing it around the 10 elrow

dates at the Wynn Hotel.

Did you know? At Encore Beach Club, guests can enjoy 55,000 square feet of tropical oasis,

including three tiered pools, 40-foot palm trees, 32 private bungalows and cabanas, plush

daybeds, a showcase DJ booth and top-of-the-line audio system. Now add elrow, the craziest

party in the world to this setting and you know it’s gonna be LIT!

With elrow fever at its height across the globe, the greatest party on the planet is showing no

sign of slowing down and the glittering lights of Las Vegas are next in Rowgelia’s sights.

While the city is famed for its big name takeovers, including Cardi B, Drake and Lady Gaga,

Las Vegas has never seen a party like this, as Encore Beach Club is drenched in dazzling colour

and streaming confetti for months on end. Alongside Wynn, an array of excitable characters

and superstar DJs will transport dancers into whichever vibrant world Rowgelia chooses and it’s

bound to leave quite an impression. With the party’s popularity at an all-time high, it’s the ideal

time for elrow to join the ranks of legendary Las Vegas residencies that have gone down in
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history over the years and yet another important milestone for the brand.

See the official dates for all the elrow Las Vegas parties below

Sunday 19th May 2019

Monday 22nd May 2019

Sunday 9th June 2019

Saturday 20th July 2019

Saturday 12th October 2019

Saturday 26th October 2019

Saturday 2nd November 2019

Saturday 16th November 2019

Saturday 7th December 2019

Head to www.elrow.com for more info and we will be updating this page with the

latest lineup information as it’s released.
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Tickets ON SALE now for The Glitterfest

Bank Holiday Sunday 21st April at the Tropicana Beach Club (London)

http://www.elrow.com/
https://www.theglitterrfest.com/


Leonard Foster
http://www.flavourmag.co.uk

I launched Flavourmag many years ago as a vehicle to promote and showcase awesomeness from Movies to

Fashion, Travel to Lifestyle. Follow me on the social media links below.
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